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OJAI

The Office for Joint Administrative Intelligence
The heartfelt sensation of a friendship between two artists, which has been a well-known motive for centuries, is being transported to a completely
new and abstract level by Chris Dreier and Gary Farrelly. Both commit themselves to the rationality of modernism and are driven by an intense passion
for its achievements. However, entirely in agreement with Romanticism they remain true to the affective basis of their friendship. They write letters to
each other, together they go on excursions and organise picknicks, by their collaboration they aim for nothing less than a Gesamtkunstwerk.
The type of the artists’ shared actions is especially administrative and characterised by a great objectivity. In order to provide their amicable cooperation with an official framework, in 2015 Chris Dreier and Gary Farrelly founded an internationally operating organisation, “The Office for Joint Administrative Intelligence”, OJAI for short. There each of the two founding members has accepted a sub-office of their own: Chris Dreier has the seat of the
„Director for Financial Research and Systemic Risk“ and operates from Berlin, whereas Gary Farrelly holds the post of the „Director for Administrative
Heritage“ at the EU-metropolis of Brussels where he supervises the „Self Inventory Desk“. By this very special method of self-institutionalisation and
with the aim of the bureaucratisation of human experience the two artists have jointly created a modular system. This allows them to incorporate
all their activities and obsessions, like documents are clipped into a filing cabinet. The main focus of the artistic alliance lies on a jointly cultivated
euphoria for modernism. Be it in the area of architecture, of infrastructure, in the sector of financial concerns or in the field of information processing
– progress and rationality are the core elements of their work. The way both artists deal with these topics is very serious and full of humour at the
same time. Considering the development and the individual work of Chris Dreier and Gary Farrelly separately, it is easy to understand the reasons for
the alliance of the two artists.

OJAI (Chris Dreier & Gary Farrelly) OFFICIAL GREETINGS, 2016
mixed media on tray, 20 x 26 cm

Chris Dreier

Director for Financial Research and Systemic Risk
Since the time when Chris Dreier was a member of the experimental music band „Die tödliche Doris“ she has been persuing the idea of the Gesamtkunstwerk. At the beginning of the 1980s she left Wuppertal, her home town, in order to study communication design at the Universität der Künste
Berlin. As a drummer she was a member of the legendary band and artist group „Die tödliche Doris“ for one year. Soon she began to develop the choreographies of her own performances and also started to shoot Super 8 Films. Since that time the experimentation with music, noise and sounds has
played an important role in the artistic work of Chris Dreier. Today she is a member of the electronic music and noise groups “Burqamachines” and
“Spade Love”, both together with the Berlin-based musician Frank Lohmeyer. In addition to that in 2015 she founded the duo “Dexia Defunct” together
with Gary Farrelly. It is named after an abandoned bankbuilding in Brussels.
All in all the examination of architecture as well as of the financial world constitues the core of her recent work. Since 1999 she has been experimenting with self-constructed pinhole cameras. In this way she creates photographs that deal with war, destruction and decay, especially with the decay
of buildings that date back to the post-war modernist era. In doing so she always conveys quite a special atmosphere of beauty. With her sometimes
large-sized photographs she also refers to social and cultural-historical contexts. In recent years she increasingly concentrated her research on the
area of financial markets and crises, on the special language of the financial world and on its inscrutable and over-bureaucratized systems. In the
form of photography, installations, embroidered tapestries and paintings Chris Dreier shows the results of her research. Moreover her fascination for
architecture and economy is a continuous element of her video work and her noise music.
Born in Wuppertal in 1961, Chris Dreier graduated from the Universität der Künste Berlin with a diploma in communication design. Her artistic work
is being exhibited in Germany and far beyond. It can be admired in such places as the Museum of Contemporary Art of Wroclaw (Poland), the New
Mexico History Museum in Santa Fe (New Mexico) and the Centre d’Art Contemporain in Brest (France). Chris Dreier’s work is being represented by
Laura Mars Gallery in Berlin and by GRÖLLE PASS PROJECTS Gallery in Wuppertal.

Chris Dreier IBM, 2015 handprint of pinhole photography, framed, 10 x 10 cm
Chris Dreier Dexia, 2015 handprint of pinhole photography, framed, 10 x 10 cm

Chris Dreier Drei Grazien, 2014
embroidered tapestry, wool, framed, 50 x 50 cm

Gary Farrelly

Director for Administrative Heritage and Self Inventory Desk
Gary Farrelly, who was born in Dublin, has already been practising the art of self-institutionalisation for a number of years. Power, control and the
question of how to preserve ones autonomy as an individual are some of the themes he deals with in his work. He sees his own body as a kind of state,
including a strictly controlled infrastucture, for which he periodically designs a 2 Year Development Plan. Therefore Gary Farrelly’s life can be regarded
as an admistrative non-stop performance. The documentation and the results of this kind of self-government flow into his artistic work while he uses
a range of different media like the collage.
The system that combines all the different elements and which sets them in motion is the so-called “Mail Art”. The “Director for Administrative Heritage”, who is fascinated by tightly organised and engineered processes, by efficient infrastructures and by rationally coordinated systems, is absolutely
enthused by railway stations, airports, airplanes, pedestrian tunnels and last but not least the postal service. Transport systems and infrastructures
are not only the subjects of his collages, he also uses and incorporates them in his artistic non-stop performance: elaborately addressed and franked
he sends some of his works by post, namely in a way that they pass through countless machines and hands without being protected by an envelope.
Thus in all their robustness they finally can’t hide the long journey they were sent on.
Usually his graphics consist of a mixture of collage and drawing and show above all functional architecture, often combined with charts and lists. He
uses stamps, lettering stencils, Letraset rub-off letters and his light blue mechanical typewriter, also to label his Mail Art. When these oversized postcards have been stamped and perhaps even been signed with a remark by a post office clerk, Gary Farrelly has reached his goal: he has blurred the
boundaries between fictional and actual bureaucracy. In this way he writes to institutions such as the Museum of Science and Technology in North
Korea as well as to artist friends. Within the collaboration with Chris Dreier the correspondence between the two artists plays an eminent role. Also the
autor of this text was informed about the facts the audience necessarily has to know about the OJAI by a highly official letter.
Moreover concerned in writing, language and in modular and iterative systems Farrelly took an interest in embroidery stitches. With the so-called
“Quasi-autonomous Stitch”, which he has developed himself and which is officially registered, he embroiders postcards which show his favourite
buildings. In doing so he delves into all the different details of the buildings. The imbroideries mix images of young men with photos of brutalist buildings. Then his “Mail Art” turns into “Male Art”, but this is the very intension of the artist: in the skyline of Brussels there are several bank highrises
that Farrelly calls his “Boyfriend Buildings”. Embroidery also connects him with Chris Dreier, whose oeuvre comprises large-scale tapestry dealing
with the imagery of the financial world but also small and detailed embroidery showing colllapsing social housing complexes from the era of post-war
modernism.
Born in Ireland in 1983, Gary Farrelly today lives and works in the centre of international bureaucracy, i.e. in a former government building in the
European metropolis of Brussels. After his studies of Fine Arts at the National College of Art and Design (NCAD) in Dublin he worked as an artist in
residence in Paris and Dallas. So far his artistic work has been presented at the Museum of Contemporary Textile Arts in Tournai (Belgium), the Museum of Contemporary Art in Banja Luka (Bosnia and Herzegovina), Parking Projects (Teheran), Central Trak (Dallas), Crawford Municipal Art Gallery
in Cork (Irland) and the Royal Institute of Architects (Dublin). Gary Farrelly’s work is being represented by RO2 Gallery in Dallas and by GRÖLLE PASS
PROJECTS Gallery in Wuppertal. At present he is attending a postgraduate programme at the LUCA School of Arts in Brussels.

Gary Farrelly Atomic Monument, 2016 embroidery on postcard, 11 x 14,5 cm
Gary Farrelly National Pavilion, 2016 embroidery on postcard, 10 x 14,5 cm

Gary Farrelly Administrative Building, 2015 embroidery on postcard, 11,5 x 16 cm
Gary Farrelly Customs Hall, 2015 embroidery on postcard, 10 x 14,5 cm

Chris Dreier Drapeau, 2014
embroidery, table cloth, nails, 175 x 400 cm

OJAI (Chris Dreier & Gary Farrelly SURVEY, 2016
print, various size

Gary Farrelly The Official Policy Is To Appear Unmoved, 2016
mixed media on tray, 20 x 26 cm

The office as an art installation
As there are so many links and interferences between the ideas of Chris Dreier and Gary Farrelly, it is more than self-evident that they aim at nothing
less than a Gesamtkunstwerk. In regular intervals the two artists meet for meticulously planned summit conferences in Brussels and in Berlin. In this
context they go on excursions and they also decide on their further activities. Finally they publish the time schedules and the results of each summit
on the official homepage of the OJAI. For an organisation that is as globally oriented as the OJAI it is definitely important to be also represented in the
industrial city of Wuppertal. Furthermore in GRÖLLE pass:projects Gallery, which is located on the banks of the river Wupper, you can find the origin of
Chris Dreier’s and Gary Farrelly’s friendship. Exactly at the same place where the two artists met for the first time in January 2015, the Office for Joint
Administrative Intelligence is going to open another branch. This new agency is the core of their exhibition named “LOW HANGING FRUIT”.
The last time Chris Dreier and Gary Farrelly showed their work together at GRÖLLE PASS PROJECTS Gallery was in January 2016, when they took part
in the group show named “HEIMATPLAN”. Now a large bureaucratic machinery has arised which allows them to arrange their ideas systematically
and which manifests itself as an office-art-installation. In this large-scale environment the above mentioned filing cabinet is specifically used as a
central element. Pieces of Mail Art and books that both artists created and collected in recent months, the documentation of their excursions as well
as maps, lists, dossiers, memos and diagrams - all these items are integrated into this filing cabinet. Moreover they show embroideries and a series
of photographs of financial architecture. They also publish their Annual Report as a special kind of exhibition catalogue. Chris Dreier and Gary Farrelly
have even commissioned the architectural office ScAle Architects (Maurizio Scalera and Benedetta Alessi) from Perugia with the design of their fictitious headquaters. The drafts as well as the correspondence between the ScAle Architects and the OJAI is on display in Wuppertal, too. Above all the
evaluation of the survey that they have carried out just recently makes it definitely clear: the OJAI-project is an interdisciplinary Gesamtkunstwerk in
the truest sense of the word.
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